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4you.
IMPRESS.
INSPIRE.
INFLUENCE.

BEING UNIQUE HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER
With the extensive 4YOU line we make it possible to create a unique 
custom made product in just a few simple steps; Choose between one 
of the basic items, then choose from the different options so that you 
can easily create a unique item that suits your needs! Discover the 
endless possibilities in the catalogue.
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TOWELS.
TOWELS
Create the ultimate lasting brand experience with the 4YOU towels.
With the different processing techniques there is always a way  
to make a brand stand out! Choose from Jacquard, Sublimation,  
Ton sur Ton band weaving, Multicolor band weaving and Relief weaving  
for a unique towel experience. All towels are made responsibly in 
Europe and are individually packed in a polybag so they are ready  
to give away!

ultimate brand experience
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4 Assortment

Multicolor  
band weaving

C9902

Ton sur Ton  
band weaving

C9901

Relief weaving 
C9903

Sublimation
C9905

Jacquard
C9904

*Minimum order quantity is dependent on the size of the towel.

200-1500* 200-1500* 200-1500* 700-3000* 1000

TOWELS4you.

1 Dimensions 2 Grammage 3 Colour

50 x 100 cm

70 x 140 cm

100 x 180 cm Choose your own Pantone color!

Own design

200-3000 pieces

5-6 weeks

individually packed 
in polybag

30 x 50 cm 
Not available for Sublimation

400 gr/m2

Not available for Jacquard and Sublimation

450 gr/m2

Not available for Sublimation

500 gr/m2

Not available for Sublimation

350 gr/m2

Only available for sublimation
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towels

4you.
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personal

DIGITALLY PRINTED TOWELS
These digitally printed towels complement the 4YOU line perfectly. 
Aside from the fact that the towel can be printed in its entirety with its 
own design, personalisation is also possible. Give your acquaintance  
a personal gift that will enhance your brand more than ever before.  
As an additional option for the finishing touch, you can pack the towels 
in a full-colour gift box that can also be designed entirely according  
to your own wishes.

FULL COLOUR 
TOWELS.



Made in Holland
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25 pieces

3-4 weeks

12

TOWELS4you.

1 Dimensions 2 Grammage 3 Imprint

50 x 100 cm

70 x 140 cm

100 x 180 cm

100% velour cotton

30 x 50 cm

Choose your own design!
Full colour digitally printed

350 gr/m2

A  AI3640   B  AI3620   C  AI3600   D  AI3695

420 gr/m2

A  AI3740   B  AI3720   C  AI3700   D  AI3795

Option: individually 
personalised with,  
for example, a name.

4 Optional 5 Packaging

Optional: packed  
per piece in polybag

1

Optional: individually 
packed in full colour 
gift box
See example below

James

Elisa

Standard: 
bulk packed

A

B

C

D
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Digitally printed towels

4you.
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